Carbon dioxide clathrate hydrates: selective role of intermolecular interactions and action of the SDS catalyst.
The ability of a single sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) molecule to promote the formation of CO2 clathrate hydrates in water (as it does for methane) has been investigated at the microscopic level. For this purpose, the components of the related force field were carefully formulated and assembled following the procedure previously adopted for methane. The properties of the whole system (as well as those of its components) were analyzed by carrying out extended molecular dynamics calculations. Contrary to what happens for methane, the calculations singled out the propensity of CO2 (pure) water clusters to form clathrate hydrate-like structures and the disappearance of such propensity when a single SDS molecule is added to the clusters. This feature was found to be due to the strong interaction of carbon dioxide with the additive that makes the SDS molecule lose its shape together with its ability to drive water molecules to form a suitable cage.